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ABSTRACT 

 
At the beginning of 2020 the world was shocked by the COVID-19 pandemic which paralyzed all aspects of 
activity for some time. However, over time and with the discovery of a vaccine, the cases caused by COVID-
19 began to subside. In 2022, the Indonesian government make a policy that people are allowed to take off 
their masks when active but are encouraged to maintain health protocols. However, the approach reaped the 
pros and cons of the Indonesian people. One challenge is to build technology to detect and summarize an 
overall those pros and cons. So that, we look at Twitter and build models for classifying ‘tweets’ into positive, 
negative and neutral sentiment using top two approaches for sentiment analysis, the lexicon-based method 
and the naive Bayes classifier. This study aimed to analyze public opinion about removing masks through 
Twitter by comparing the lexicon-based method and the naive Bayes classifier method to find out how the 
community responded to taking off masks. A total of 639 tweets with the keyword "Lepas Masker" was 
analyzed include data crawling, text preprocessing, feature extractions and the classification process. The 
comparison of the results obtained shows the accuracy of 82% for the lexicon-based method and 70% for the 
naive Bayes classifier method. To the results, the accuracy value of the lexicon-based method is higher than 
the naive Bayes classifier method. 

Keywords: Analysis Sentiment, Covid-19, Removing Mask, Naïve Bayes, Lexicon. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 

On March 11, 2020, the World Health 
Organization (WHO), announced that COVID-19 is 
a global pandemic [1]. WHO reports that there are 52 
million Indonesians who have been confirmed 
positive for COVID-19. A total of 463,000 people 
have been confirmed positive, and 15,148 people 
have died in Indonesia. However, over time marked 
by the discovery of a COVID-19 vaccine, the cases 
of COVID-19 have gradually decreased. The 
spokesperson for the COVID-19 Vaccination 
Ministry of Health stated that the number of cases of 
COVID-19 has decreased consistently since the end 
of February 2022. This gives optimism to the efforts 
to handle COVID-19 currently being carried out by 
the Indonesian government[2].  

With the decline in the number of COVID-19 
cases and the improvement in the pandemic 
situation, the government has eased community 
activities. Reporting from news.detik.com stated that 
the government issued a new policy, namely, to 

provide leeway on the use of masks during the 
COVID-19 period, the procedure was effective from 
Wednesday, May 18, 2022. President Jokowi stated 
that if people are active outdoors or in areas open 
areas that are not crowded with people, it is 
permissible not to use masks. If you are indoors and 
using public transportation, masks are still 
mandatory to use. For people classified as 
vulnerable, elderly, or comorbid categories, it is 
advisable to continue using masks. Likewise, people 
who experience symptoms of coughs and colds still 
have to wear masks when doing activities. The 
easing was carried out considering the development 
of the COVID-19 situation around the world. 
According to the Minister of Health of the Republic 
of Indonesia, based on his observations, the public 
already has a fairly good resistance to the new 
variants that are currently circulating, as evidenced 
by Indonesia's cases which tend to decline and are 
relatively smaller for the same variant compared to 
other countries such as China. Taiwan, and the 
United States. However, this easing policy must be 
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carried out with full responsibility considering that 
COVID-19 worldwide has not been completely 
destroyed.[2] 

Indonesia is one of the countries with the most 
significant internet usage population in the world. 
The internet is the most convenient means for people 
to meet their needs in searching for information. 

 

Figure 1: Internet User Data in Indonesia 2020-2022 

Based on the graph above with data obtained 
through the website www.hootsuite.com, in 2020 
internet users in Indonesia reached 175.4 million 
internet access. In 2021, there will be a drastic 
increase compared to 2020 as many as 202.6 million 
internet access. In 2022, there will be an increase of 
204.7 million internet users. This shows that the 
population growth of internet users has increased 
every year in the last 3 years. Twitter is one of the 
social media platforms with the most users, ranked 
sixth in 2022 [3] [4] with a total user percentage of 
58%. One of the features provided by Twitter that 
users generally use is the tweet feature. In this 
feature, users can express their ideas through facts, 
suggestions, and criticism of something. These 
tweets can be processed into useful information. 
Data obtained through the Twitter social media 
platform can be used as a data source for opinion 
extraction or what is known as Sentiment Analysis 
[5] [6][7]. 

According to [8][9] each individual has diverse 
opinions and opinions. This opinion is critical and 
can influence human behaviour. Sentiment analysis 
is a process or method used to classify documents or 
texts based on the opinions and views of specific 
communities carried out by the process of 
understanding, processing and extracting data that 
are text documents automatically to find out whether 
an idea or opinion is positive, negative, negative, or 
is normal to obtain sentimental information about a 
phenomenon or event being studied [10][11]. 

This study will discuss the sentiment of public 
analysis of government policies on leniency in using 
masks on Twitter social media. Based on the events 
that are currently busy in the community, many 

social media users have given their opinions and 
thoughts on the new policy regarding removing 
masks on the Twitter social media platform. This is 
interesting to study to find a public opinion about the 
current mask removal policy. To support research on 
this, an algorithm is needed to classify public 
comments on Twitter social media, both positive and 
negative comments. Sentiment analysis used in this 
study is the Lexicon Based method [6] [12][13] and 
the Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) [14] [15] [16] 
method to compare the performance of the two 
methods. Vader sentiment is applied to the Lexicon 
Based analysis method. 

 Naïve Bayes Classifier (NBC) is an algorithm 
that uses classification methods in sentiment analysis 
with large amounts of data and produces fast and 
precise accuracy. 

2. RESEARCH METHODS 

The research method has a guide in the form of a 
research flow that serves as a direction so that the 
research runs as expected. The plot design in this 
research is as follows:  

 

 
Figure 2: Research Stages 

2.1 Data Scrapping 

The data used in this study is commentary data 
obtained through the Twitter site. The data collected 
is text data obtained through a crawling technique 
using the Twitter API as many as 1,000 tweet data 
with data taken on April 26, 2022, for 639 tweets 
with the keyword "Lepas Masker", which has been 
provided on the website https://developer. 
twitter.com/by the provisions of Twitter. 
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Figure 3: Data Crawl Results 

The results of this crawl are stored in a CSV file 
which will later be preprocessed. 

2.2 Preprocessing 

The preprocessing stage is critical because at this 
stage, the removal of words or symbols that are not 

needed or words that have no meaning will be 
carried out. Preprocessing also aims to process raw 
data into quality data so it can be continued to the 
following process. The order of the preprocessing 
stages is as follows: 
 

A. Cleansing 
This stage is carried out to remove punctuation 
marks and normalise Unicode on comment data. 
When carrying out the cleaning process, several 
steps are carried out to obtain maximum results, 
including: 
a. Remove punctuation 
b. Deleting numbers 
c. Deleting Retweets 
d. Remove excess spaces 
The following is the implementation of the 4 stages 
of data cleaning, as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Data Cleansing Results 

 
Table 1: Data Cleansing Detail  

Before After 
@kembarannever 
@idextratime nangis liat 
lu jamet 🤣lepas dong tuh 
masker🤣 

nangis liat lu jamet lepas 
dong tuh masker 

@kaivanotes @Elitedly 
Jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

Jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

mas sonnalisa, tolong 
dong bilangin ke sohibmu 
itu kalo main ke pantai 
mbok ya maskernya di 
lepas. masker udah basah 

mas sonnalisa, tolong 
dong bilangin ke 
sohibmu itu kalo main ke 
pantai mbok ya 
maskernya di lepas. 

begitu jg tetep 
dipakeðŸ¥²" 

masker udah basah 
begitu jg tetep dipake 

gesss serius nanya, di 
dalam krl emang udah 
boleh lepas masker ya? 

gesss serius nanya, di 
dalam krl emang udah 
boleh lepas masker ya 

 
B. Tokenizing 

In the tokenization stage, the NLTK library in this 
study is used to tokenize tweets. This tokenization is 
used to reshuffle sentences from tweets into pieces 
which will later become words. The following is the 
implementation of the Tokenizing data stage, as 
shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Data Tokenizing Results 

 
Table 2: Data Tokenizing Detail 

Before After 
nangis liat lu jamet lepas 
dong tuh masker 

[‘nangis’, ‘liat’, ‘lu’, 
‘jamet’, ‘lepas’, ‘dong’, 
‘tuh’, ‘masker’] 

Jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

[‘Jangan’, ‘lepas’, 
‘masker’, ‘lu’, ‘sampe’, 
‘space’, ‘berakhir’] 

sonnalisa tolong bilangin 
sohib main pantai mbok 
masker lepas masker udah 
basah tetep dipake 

[‘sonnalisa’, ‘tolong’, 
‘bilangin’, ‘sohib’, ‘main’, 
‘pantai’, ‘mbok’, 
‘masker’, ‘lepas’, 
‘masker’, ‘udah’, ‘basah’, 

‘tetep’, ‘dipake’] 
gesss serius nanya krl 
emang udah lepas masker 
lepas masker ngobrol 
kaget gerbong gaada tugas 
makasii 

[‘gesss’, ‘serius’, ‘nanya’, 
‘krl’, ‘emang’, ‘udah’, 
‘lepas’, ‘masker’, ‘lepas’, 
‘masker’, ‘ngobrol’, 
‘kaget’, ‘gerbong’, 
‘gaada’, ‘tugas’, 
‘makasii’] 

C. Case Folding 
Case folding is one of the stages in text mining that 
functions to make words uniform by changing all 
letters to lowercase. 
 

 
Figure 6: Data Case Folding Results 
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Table 3: Case Folding Detail 
Before After 

nangis liat lu jamet lepas 
dong tuh masker 

nangis liat lu jamet 
lepas dong tuh masker 

Jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

sonnalisa tolong bilangin 
sohib main pantai mbok 
masker lepas masker udah 
basah tetep dipake 

sonnalisa tolong 
bilangin sohib main 
pantai mbok masker 
lepas masker udah 
basah tetep dipake 

gesss serius nanya krl gesss serius nanya krl 

emang udah lepas masker 
lepas masker ngobrol kaget 
gerbong gaada tugas 
makasii 

emang udah lepas 
masker lepas masker 
ngobrol kaget gerbong 
gaada tugas makasii 

 
D. Filtering / Stopword Removal 

The Stopword Removal stage serves to remove 
words that have no meaning. 
 

 
Figure 7: Script Filtering 

 
Table 4: Filtering 

Before After 
nangis liat lu jamet lepas 
dong tuh masker 

nangis liat jamet lepas 
dong tuh masker 

Jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space akhir 

sonnalisa tolong bilangin 
sohib main pantai mbok 
masker lepas masker udah 
basah tetep dipake 

tolong bilangin main 
pantai masker lepas 
masker basah tetep 
dipake 

gesss serius nanya krl 
emang udah lepas masker 

serius krl lepas masker 
lepas masker ngobrol 

lepas masker ngobrol kaget 
gerbong gaada tugas 
makasii 

kaget makasii 

 
E. Stemming 

Stemming is the stage of forming words that have 
affixes as essential words by removing words with 
prefixes (prefixes), suffixes behind (suffixes), 
insertions in the middle of the base word (infixes), 
front and back affixes (confixes), and repetition of 
words. 
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Figure 8: Result Stemming 

 
Table 5: Stemming 

Sebelum Sesudah 
nangis liat lu jamet 
lepas dong tuh masker 

nangis liat lu jamet lepas 
dong tuh masker 

Jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space akhir 

sonnalisa tolong 
bilangin sohib main 
pantai mbok masker 
lepas masker udah 
basah tetep dipake 

sonnalisa tolong bilang 
sohib main pantai mbok 
masker lepas masker 
udah basah tetep pake 

gesss serius nanya krl 
emang udah lepas 
masker lepas masker 
ngobrol kaget gerbong 
gaada tugas makasii 

gesss serius nanya krl 
emang udah lepas 
masker lepas masker 
ngobrol kaget gerbong 
gaada tugas makasii 
 

2.3 Translate 

At the translation stage, it is helpful to translate 
tweets data taken from Indonesian into English-
language tweets. 

 

Table 6: Translate 
Before After 
nangis liat lu jamet lepas 
dong tuh masker 

cry when you see jamet 
take off the mask 

Jangan lepas masker lu 
sampe space berakhir 

Don't take off your mask 
until the space ends 

sonnalisa tolong 
bilangin sohib main 
pantai mbok masker 
lepas masker udah basah 
tetep dipake 

sonnalisa, please tell 
your friends to play at 
the beach, please take 
the mask off the mask is 
already wet and still 

gesss serius nanya krl 
emang udah lepas 
masker lepas masker 
ngobrol kaget gerbong 
gaada tugas makasii 

gesss seriously asking if 
you have taken off your 
mask, taken off your 
mask, you are surprised 
that the carriage has no 
work, thank you 

 
2.4 Sentiment Analysis or Classification 

The author uses two methods at this stage: Lexicon 
Based and Naive Bayes Classifier. 
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A. Lexicon Based 

The Lexicon-based method is a commonly used 
method for sentiment analysis on social media, and 
this method is efficient to use. In its implementation, 
lexicon-based uses a dictionary as a language source 
or a lexicon used for word selection in data or 
documents. The Lexicon-based method uses 
VADER (Valance Dictionary Sentiment Reasoner). 

Table 7: Lexicon Based . Sentiment Results 
Tweet Score 

Polarity 
Sentimen 

cry when you see 
jamet take off the 
mask 

0,0 Netral 

Don't take off your 
mask until the space 
ends 

0,0 Netral 

sonnalisa, please tell 
your friends to play at 
the beach, please take 
the mask off the mask 
is already wet and still 

0,8442 Positif 

gesss seriously asking 
if you have taken off 
your mask, taken off 
your mask, you are 
surprised that the 
carriage has no work, 
thank you 

-0,4784 Negatif 

 
B. Naïve Bayes Classifier 
 
The classification stage by the Naïve Bayes 
Classifier is used to determine a sentence that is 
positioned as a collection of positive, neutral or 
negative sentiments based on an assessment of the 
probability count of the more powerful Bayes 
formula. 
 

Table 8: Naïve Bayes Classifier  Sentiment Results 
Tweet Klasifikasi  Klasifikasi 

Naïve Bayes 
cry when you see jamet 
take off the mask 

Netral  Netral 

Don't take off your mask 
until the space ends 

Netral Netral 

sonnalisa, please tell 
your friends to play at 
the beach, please take 
the mask off the mask is 
already wet and still 

Negatif  Negatif 

gesss seriously asking if 
you have taken off your 
mask, taken off your 
mask, you are surprised 
that the carriage has no 

Negatif  Positif 

work, thank you 
 

2.5 Visualization 
 
The results were obtained through the visualization 
stages in this study, namely, histogram and word 
cloud. The actualization of the histogram displays 
the percentage results that come from the polarity 
class of each sentiment. 
 

 

Figure 9: Histogram Display and Percentage of Each 
Sentiment Lexicon-Based Method (left) and Naive Bayes 

Classifier (right) 

Based on the picture above, it can be seen that public 
opinion on Twitter social media shows that positive 
sentiment has a high level of frequency. This 
indicates that the community has been enthusiastic 
about removing masks compared to those who are 
against them. 

Then the results of the visualization in the form of a 
wordcloud with positive sentiment, which shows the 
words that often appear in the topic of removing the 
mask are presented in the following image. 

 
 

Figure 10: Wordcloud Display Of Positive Sentiment 
Lexicon-Based (left) Method And Naive Bayes Classifier 

(Right) 
 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the results of 
visualization of words that often appear in the 
neutral and negative sentiment class towards the 
topic of removing the mask. It can be seen that the 
negative sentiments that often arise are the words 
take and mask. 
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Figure 11: Wordcloud Display Of Netral Sentiment 

Lexicon-Based (left) Method And Naive Bayes Classifier 
(Right) 

 
 

 
Figure 12: Wordcloud Display Of Negativ Sentiment 

Lexicon-Based (left) Method And Naive Bayes Classifier 
(Right) 

 
2.6 Performa Matrixs 
 
The testing stages of the metrics are carried out using 
the confusion matrix method, which will compare 
the results of manual and system classification. 
 

Table 9: Classification Results with Manual Labeling 
Tweet Classification 
cry when you see jamet 
take off the mask 

Netral 

Don't take off your mask 
until the space ends 

Netral 

sonnalisa, please tell your 
friends to play at the 
beach, please take the 
mask off the mask is 
already wet and still 

Positif 

gesss seriously asking if 
you have taken off your 
mask, taken off your 
mask, you are surprised 
that the carriage has no 
work, thank you 

Negatif 

 
The accuracy of the output in this study was checked 
by comparing the actual classification with the 
classification obtained by the model. The 
classification report is displayed to test the data 
classification using precision, recall, f1-score, macro 
avg, and weighted avg. 
 

Table 10: Lexicon Based Multiclass Confusion Matrix 
Results 

Classification  TP 
(True 
Positive) 

FP 
(False 
Positive) 

FN 
(False 
Negative) 

Positif 144 28 16 
Netral  108 18 21 
Negatif 59 22 31 

The table shows the multiclass results from the 
confusion matrix using the Lexicon Based method to 
represent the opinion data output that has been 
converted into numerical data. 
 

Table 11: Lexicon Based Method Report Classification 
Results 

 Precision Recall F1-
Score 

Support 

Negatif 0.73% 0.66% 0.69% 90 
Netral  0.86% 0.84% 0.85% 129 
Positif 0.84% 0.90% 0.87% 160 
Micro avg  
(accuracy) 

0.82% 0.82% 0.82% 379 

Macro avg 0.81% 0.80% 0.80% 379 
Weighted 
avg. 

0.82% 0.82% 0.82% 379 

 
Table 12: Naïve Bayes Multiclass Confusion Matrix 

Results 
Classification TP 

(True 
Positive) 

FP 
(False 
Positive) 

FN 
(False 
Negative) 

Positif 64 6 74 
Netral  74 114 2 
Negatif 0 0 44 

 
Table 13: Naïve Bayes Method Report Classification 

Results 
 Precision Recall F1-

Score 
Support 

Negatif 0.92% 0.32% 0.48% 71 
Netral  0.64% 0.98% 0.77% 170 
Positif 0.81% 0.55% 0.66% 138 
Micro avg  
(accuracy) 

0.70% 0.70% 0.70% 379 

Macro avg 0.79% 0.62% 0.64% 379 
Weighted 
avg. 

0.75% 0.70% 0.67% 379 

Previous such works presented lexicon-based 
method or Naïve Bayes classifier, so that the 
comparison of those methods needs a lot of attention. 
Our findings showed that lexicon-based method is 
more accurate than Naïve Bayes classifier. Naïve 
Bayes classifier runs relatively fast which makes it 
suitable for real-time application. We proposed a 
hybrid classification method consist of lexicon-
based method and Naïve Bayes classifier. 

3. CONCLUSION 

        Based on the research that has been carried out, 
it can be concluded that lexicon-based is more 
accurate than Naïve Bayes classifier. The accuracy 
result obtained from the lexicon-based is 82%, 
positive sentiment is 45.65%, neutral 32.45% 
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negative 21.9%. In comparison, the accuracy result 
from the nave Bayes classifier model is 70%, and 
positive sentiment is 36.41% neutral 44.85% 
negative 18.73%. In further research, the authors 
suggest adding a collection of Indonesian 
dictionaries even more, because on social media 
Twitter there are too many non-standard words and 
foreign languages. Need some improvements at the 
preprocessing stage so that the results of the 
accuracy of the model can be even better. Dataset 
development can be reproduced even more so that 
the application runs more optimally. Trials with 
selection at the preprocessing stage might get even 
better results, and get a high accuracy value 
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